
WRITE A LETTER TO GAS AGENCY FOR CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Change of Address - Gas Connection - Model 1 . I intend to change Indane DBL gas connection to HP gas connection
being nearby distributor or inordinate.

Follow the same steps, but have to surrender the Cylinders and the Regulator. The connection will be
regularized after the collection of security deposit at the prevailing rate from the current holder of the
equipment. Not all the previously mentioned documents are required but the customer has to show some proof
to authenticate that the new address is indeed his address. Lease deed of the premises , containing the name of
the person in whose name the name is registered. Do not surrender your Domestic Gas Consumer Card. For
more. Transferred to another city. At the new place you can approach the nearest Indane distributor for
resuming your Indane supplies. Ensure that your details are uploaded in the system at the office, get new Gas
Voucher in lieu of the old one you surrender. In addition, the current user of the cylinder will also have to
identify the corporation against any claim that the earlier connection holder may at a later date make in respect
of either equipment or the security deposit. Also, the consent letter has to be submitted to the respective
distributor. Bank Statement. The same card can be used at the new location after endorsement by the new
distributor. The distributor shall prepare a transfer termination voucher TTV for the place of your new
residence. This was not permitted earlier. The SV is an important document and should be retained safely. The
e-CTA is valid for 3 months from the date of issue. However, procedures for release of new connections such
as submission of KYC forms along with valid identity and address proofs along with de-duplication will be
followed. It is better to get your Aadhaar Linked to your Bank and Gas account. In this case of a shift of
residence within the same town you are not required to surrender your equipment. For the entire process, you
have to fill out a form. Once the documents concerned are given to the distributor, he would verify the
particulars with his records, and issue termination voucher in the name of the original customer. Reconnection
can be availed at the new place by payment of the same deposit amount mentioned in the TV. How to transfer
a gas connection? In case, the transfer is within the city or in certain adjoining city, Then the existing
distributor will issue e-Customer Transfer Advise e-CTA i. You can book from the next day. To be safe,
always ensure that the name of the person in whose name the Gas connection is obtained is included in the
rental agreement. February 02, Process to transfer an LPG connection Within the same distributor's area of
operation â€” Advice your distributor your new address with supporting proof of residence so that he makes
necessary changes in his records and your future supplies shall then be sent to your new place of residence.
Within the same town â€” In case your present distributor does not service your new place of residence, you
may approach your Indane distributor with your original Subscription Voucher SV. Hence you need to carry
your Indane domestic cylinder and pressure regulator to your new residence. The TV is valid for one year
from the date of issue. Anil Shukla, territory manager, Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited BPCL , said,
"The customer in whose name the connection had been issued earlier will have to give his consent in writing
for transferring the connection in the name of the person actually using the gas cylinder. The new directives
say that after the death of a customer, the connection may also be transferred to next of the kin based on
affidavit and submission of copy of death certificate. While getting transferred out of town â€” In case you are
transferred outside the town, you are required to surrender your Indane equipment viz. You will also be guided
to the nearest Indane distributor for future service.


